Learning geni intera tions without expert domain knowledge:
Comparison of di erent ILP algorithms
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Abstra t

A novel two-step method is proposed in
whi h rules for pro essing simple examples
(senten es that ontain a single pair of terms
from the di tionary) are learned separately.
We also des ribe an extension of domain
knowledge when no domain expert is available, We show that this two-step method performs better on the test set than other learning algorithms.

2. Domain knowledge

Ea h senten e has been rst morphologi ally tagged
with Brill tagger (Brill, 1992). WordNet (WN) has
been employed for nding semanti information, a tually hyperonyma of the words. A predi ate ffverb has
been added that returns, for a pair of terms from the
di tionary, a verb that appears between them. We also
removed the lemma predi ate be ause it almost never
appeared in the learned rules, and the word predi ate.
It resulted in speed up of learning without any de rease
of a ura y.
3. Learning algorithms

1. Introdu tion

In the information extra tion task, domain knowledge
given by an expert plays a signi ant role. Espe ially
in mining geni intera tions from text, a performan e
of the learning algorithm is going to in rease when
knowing e.g. impossible ombinations of an agent and
a target. In this paper we fo us on the situation when
no expert domain knowledge is available. We extended
the domain knowledge of the LLL hallenge task only
with predi ates for natural language pro essing { partof-spee h tags, hyperonyma, and the predi ate for nding position of a verb between two terms from the domain di tionary. Additionally, we learn synta ti relations as rst-order frequent patterns and use them as
new predi ates.
We propose two-step learning method in whi h two
theories { one for simple examples, another for all examples { are learned separately. We ompare results
obtained with the domain knowledge without the patterns and with the patterns with performan e of lass
asso iation rules (Liu et al., 1998). For omparison,
we also bring results of learning from the data after
propositionalization.
eedings of the 4 th Learning Language in
Workshop (LLL05), Bonn, Germany, 2005. Copy-
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3.1. Aleph

We employed Aleph1 and for ea h example learned
its generalization (indu e max ommand). We used
default settings ex ept lauselength=5 (an upper
bound on the lause length), minpos=2 (a lower bound
on the number of positive examples overed by the
lause), evalfn=entropy (Clause utility is p log p +
(1-p) log (1-p) where p = P/(P + N) and P, N are
the number of positive and negative examples overed)
and nodes=100000 (an upper bound on the nodes to
be explored when sear hing for an a eptable lause).
We learned two kinds of rules, ones that for a given
senten e return a pair of agent-target { alled here
positive rules { and also disambiguation rules that from
all possible pairs in the given senten e aim at removing
su h pairs that are in orre t.
3.2. RAP

RAP (Blatak et al., 2003; Blatak et al., 2004) was
used for nding new predi ates as frequent Datalog
queries. RAP generates frequent patterns by heuristi
or random sear h what results in a faster a quisition
of long patterns than the breadth rst sear h.
1
http://web. omlab.ox.a .uk/ou l/resear h/
areas/ma hlearn/Aleph/
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In this work, RAP learned frequent synta ti patterns. Only information ontained in the relation
predi ate was exploited, together with ffverb and
follows(Word1,Word2)2. The minimal support was
10% and patterns up to the length of 15 literals were
generated with best- rst sear h (entropy based heuristi s that prefer emerging patterns3 ). A andidate pattern longer than 4 literals that was -subsumed by
some of the frequent patterns found was removed.
Similarly as in the ase of Aleph, both positive and
negative rules were learned.
3.3. Propositionalization

All the frequent patterns generated with RAP { together 536 patterns { were transformed into boolean
features. For pro essing this data we used J4.8 de ison
tree learner, Naive Bayes lassi er and instan e-based
learner IB1 from Weka (Witten, Frank, 1999).
4. Finding geni

intera tions

The method ombines positive and disambiguation
rules by the following way. Given four parameters,
POSRULES, MINPOS, DISRULES and MINNEG, a
pair of two terms, A1 and A2, from the di tionary is
a valid geni intera tion pair (Agent,Target), if
1. at least POSRULES rules have red, or
2. a singe rule has red that overed at least MINPOS positive examples from the learning set, and
3. there is no (A2,A1) after appli ation of all the
positive rules.
If there are still unresolved pairs of terms, apply disambiguation rules. For all possible pairs of terms in
the senten e remove a pair (A1,A2) if
1. at least DISRULES rules have red, or
2. a singe rule has red that overed at least MINNEG negative examples from the learning set.
To summarize, positive rules are applied to test examples rst. Consequently, disambiguation rules are
employed to remove the remaining ambiguities.
2

follows(S,X,Y) su eeds if the word X appeared later
in the senten e S than the word Y.

3
A pattern is emerging if the overage on positive and
on the negative examples di er signi antly.

5. Summary of results

The best result was re eived for two-step method (see
Table 1, AL1). Pre ision (PRE) as well as re all
(REC) and F-measure (F-M) was always higher than
40%.
Table 1.

AL2
AFP
AL1
CAR
PRO

Overview of results

Aleph, 2-step method
Aleph + freq.patterns
Aleph,no freq.patterns
lass asso iation rules
propositionalization

PRE
46.5
37.6
42.5
37.2
28.0

REC
50.0
64.8
42.5
29.6
29.6

F-M
48.2
47.6
42.5
32.9
28.8

In the ase of AL2, only positive rules were learned.
We rst sele ted the senten es that ontained only one
ouple of agent-target, and learned additional rules
from this learning set. Then these rules have been
added to the rules learned from whole learning set.
6. Dis ussion of results
6.1. Aleph

In uen e of di erent setting of POSRULES (DISRULES) { the lower limit for the number of positive(disambiguation) rules that over the example, and
MINPOS (MINNEG) { the lower limit for overage of
a positive (disambiguation) rule { for two-step learning
is in Table 2. Table 3 displays results for single-step
learning. It need to be stressed that for all four learning methods { AL2, AFP, AL1 and CAR { the appliation of disambiguation rules resulted in in rease of
F-measure. The last line of Table 2 also displays the
result submitted to the hallenge.
Table 2.

Two-step learning: top 5 results

MINPOS

POSRUL

MINNEG

DISRUL

F-M

5
6
5
5
4

3
3
3
3
2

3
3
2
0
0

2
2
2
0
0

48.2
46.7
45.7
45.6
45.1

6.2. Frequent patterns

We also added to the domain knowledge the frequent patterns learned with RAP. Performan e of rules
learned with Aleph on the test set did not over ome
the best result rea hed (AL2), however, it was higher
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Single-step learning: top 5 results

Table 3.

MINPOS

POSRUL

MINNEG

DISRUL

F-M

4
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
2
0

2
3
2
1
0

42.5
41.8
41.5
40.0
38.0

than Al1 if the disambiguation rules were also used.
The appearan e of the patterns in the rules learned
with Aleph was about 10%. One of the interesting
patterns that overs 14 positive and 58 negative examples is: If there are two words, A and B, and there
is a word W in

omp relation

with B, and B is right to

a verb, then A is not an agent for B.

6.3. Weka

All the frequent patterns learned with RAP have been
taken that had non-zero overage. These boolean features were used for learning with several propositional
learners. The results an be found in Table 4.
Table 4.

Results with propositionalized data

SVM
De ision tree
Naive Bayes
IB1

PRE
28.0
35.4
22.5
16.4

REC
29.6
20.3
16.6
22.2

F-M
28.8
25.8
19.1
18.8

rea hed 62.9%. The use of disambiguation rules resulted in additional in rease of pre ision but with rapid
de rease of orre tly re ognized agent-target pairs.
The best results (PRE  60%) for positive rules are
in Table 5.
Table 5.

Maximizing pre ision

MINPOS

POSRUL

COR

PRE

6
6
7
7

5
4
4
3

17
17
17
18

62.9
60.7
60.7
60.0

7. Con luding remarks

We showed that two-step learning method outperformed other ILP approa hes. However, neither pre ision nor re all are high enough for automati extra tion of geni intera tions from medi al text. Additional in rease of pre ision annot be rea hed without
employing domain-oriented knowledge, e.g. Gene Ontology (http://www.geneontology.org/).
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6.4. Domain knowledge

We also he ked whether the new predi ates { partof-spee h tags (tag), hyperonyma (hyper), ffverb {
really help to improve the result. When the partof-spee h tags set by Brill tagger were removed, the
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learned theories. tag and ffverb appeared in ea h
third rule (32.4% and 34.3% respe tively). hyper appeared in average in 15.6% of rules.
6.5. Maximizing pre ision

For the single-step learning with Aleph we also explored the possibility of in reasing pre ision and preserving the number of the found pairs high. For the
minimum number of orre tly re ognized agent-target
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